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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

Section I. INTRODUCTION

1. Purpose and Scope

This manual is intended for instruction and the dissemination of general
and technical information concerning ammunition for aircraft guns (cai.
.50 machine guns and 20-mm guns). This manual covers the general
characteristics of ammunition for aircraft guns, specific data, means of
identification, precautions in handling and use, and general information
on packing. General technical information pertaining to all types and
kinds of conventional ammunition and explosives is contained in
TM 9-1900jTO llA-1-20. General information on care, handling, pres
ervation, storing, and shipping of ammunition and explosives, and their
demolition to prevent enemy use is contained in TM 9-1903jTO llA-1-37.
Small-arms cartridges with detailed data are covered in TM 9-1990jTO
llA-13-1-101. These publications should be available for use as required
in connection with this manual.

2. Arrangement of Text

a. Sections I and II of chapter 1 cover purpose and scope, arrangement
of text, definition, classifications, standard nomenclature, Federal stock
number and Department of Defense Identification Code, classification
of ammunition for aircraft guns, means of identification, grade of ammuni
tion, explosive charges, and packing and marking for shipme.nt.

b. Section I of chapter 2 presents specific data for ammunition for
caliber .50 aircraft g~ns.

c. Sections II through IV of chapter 2 deal \vith specific data on am
munition for 20-mm guns M3, M24Al, M39, lVI39Al, and lYI61(T171E3).

d. Chapter 3 describes fuzes, propelling charges, and primers for am
munition for aircraft guns.

e. Chapter 4 presents methods for the demolition of ammunition tf)
prevent enemy use.

f. A list of references is given in the appendix.
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Section II. GENERAL DISCUSSION

3. Definitions

Ammunition for caliber ~50and 20-mm aircraft guns is classed as fixed
ammunition. Certain components have the same nomenclatures while
the missiles are known as projectiles in 20-mm cartridges and as bullets
in caliber .50 small-arms ammunition. A round of fixed aircraft ammuni
tion consists of a cartridge case, a projectile or bullet, a quantity of
propellent grains, and a primer. Certain 20-mm projectiles contain high
explosives and are assembled with point-detonating fuzes. Upon impact
of the percussion firing pin or upon closure of the electrical circuit, the
composition within the primer is detonated; flames thereof in turn ignite
the propellent grains. The high pressure of the generated combustion
gases forces the projectile or bullet out of the cartridge case and drives
this missile out of the weapon at high velocity. Upon impact, the fuze
causes initiation of the explosive ·with certain 20-mm projectiles; Initia
tion of incendiary composition within other type projectiles or bullets is
caused by the crushing force and heat generated upon impact. Throughout
storage, feeding, and firing, the cartridge case acts as a container for the
other cartridge components and also, during firing, prevents the rearward
escape of propellent gases. As indicated by its classification of fixed
ammunition, such cartridges are manufactured for issue and are as sel£
contained units; disassembly, modification of the propellent charge, and/or
change of projectiles is not intended.

4. Classification

a. Caliber .50 ammunition is classified according to type as ball, armor
piercing, incendiary, tracer, armor-piercing-incendiary, armor-piercing
incendiary-tracer, blank, dummy, anc;l high-pressure test. Caliber .50
ammunition is classified according to use as service and special, wlrich
includes training and test ammunition.

b. Twenty-millimeter ammunition is classified according to type as
armor-piercing, armor-piercing- incendiary, armor- piercing-incendiary
tracer, ball, high-explosive with incendiary, incendiary, dummy, high
pressure test, and target practice. Twenty-millimeter ammunition is
classified according to use as service and"special, which includes training
and test ammunition.

5. Standard Nomenclature

Standard nomenclature is established in order that each item supplied
may be identified specifically by name. Standard nomenclature con
sists of an item name, a colon, and additional item identification estab
lished in accordance with Federal Item Identification Guides for Supply
Cataloging. For ammunition for aircraft guns, other than blank and
dummy ammunition, the item name consists of the word '.'cartridge"
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followed by its caliber. The additional item identification consists of
the word "electric" if the ~artridge contains an electric primer, type of
projectile, model number, and any further description necessary to com
pletely identify the item. This description should include the words
"steel case" if the cartridge case is steel, fuze nomenclature if the cartridge
is fuzed, and the word "linked" if the cartridges are packed in cartridge
links. The nomenclature for blank and dummy ammunition for aircraft
guns differs from that for the other types of projectiles in that the type
of projectile is inserted immediately before, instead of after, the colon
and thus forms part of the item name. The use of item names approved
by the Cataloging Division of the Office of the Director of Cataloging,
Standardization, and Inspection is mandatory. Standard nomenclature
should be used for all purposes of record. Ammunition items are listed
alphabetically and numerically, grouped by caliber or weapon, in Depart
ment of the Army supply manuals and Department of the Air Force
stock lists.

6. Federal Stock Number and Department of
Defense Identification Code

The Federal stock number has replaced the Ammunition Identification
Code (AIC) and item stock number. There is a different Federal stock
number for each item of supply as packed. The first four positions in
a Federal stock number are always the class in which the item belongs.
The next seven positions in the Federal stock number are called the
Federal Item Identification Number (FUN). The dash between the
third and fourth position in the FUN is to reduce errors in transmitting.
There is a different FUN for each item in a Department of the Army
supply manual and United States Air Force stock list. Thus, the Federal
stock number is composed of the Class (first four positions) and the
FUN (next seven positions). In addition to the Federal stock number,
a Department of Defense Identification Code for interchangeability of
ammunition and explosive supplies consisting of four positions, a letter
and three digits, has been added as a suffix to the Federal stock number.
This code groups items together which are completely interchangeable
as to function and use. vVherever the same code is used as a suffix to
two or more Federal stock numbers, the items are interchangeable for
issue and use.

7. Grade of Ammunition

a. Ammunition for 20-mm aircraft guns is not graded; all accepted
lots thereof are serviceable for issue and use in all applicable- weapons.

b. Due to the varying characteristics of the several types of caliber .50
weapons, applicability of immediate action, and the location of the gunner
relative to the weapon, caliber .50 ammunition is classifiedas either grade
AC or grade lVIG for purposes of identification, issue, and use. Caliber .50
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ammunition lots indicating minimum or no probabilities of misfires or
other malfunctions which may cause stoppages in remote 'weapons is
classified as grade AC for use in aircraft and antiaircraft machir"' guns.
All other ammunition lots within allowable specification limits are classi
fied as grade MG for use in ground machine guns under the immediate,
direct control of the gunner.

8. Propellants in Ammunition

The components in the propelling charge train are an electric primer
or a percussion primer and a propeJling charge. The firing pin ignites
the primer by means of impact or electrical impulse and the flame passes
through the vent leading to the propellent chamber and ignites the pro
pelling charge; the expansion of the resultant gases forces the bullet or
projectile out through the bore of the weapon.

9. Identification

a. General. Ammunition is identified completely, except as to grade,
by packing and marking including the ammunition lot number, on original
packing containers. Applicable grade of the caliber .50 ammunition lot
is indicated by the Federal stock number. Linked cartridges for 20-mm
gun lV13or lV124Alrequire that packing containers be marked to indicate
right hand or left hand feed. When removed from its original packing
containers, the full identity of the ammunition, including the lot number,
nomenclature, and model designation, should be noted on issue slips,
temporary containers, or by means of tags attached to ammunition belts.

b. Model. To identify a particular design, a model designation is
assigned at the time the model is classified as an adopted type. This
model designation becomes an essential part of the item name and is
included in the marking of the item. IVlodeldesignation consists of the
letter lV1followed by an Arabic numeral, for example, lVIl. lVIodifications
are indicated by adding the letter A and the appropriate Arabic numeral.
Thus, lVIlAl indicates the first modification of an item for which the
original model designation was lVIl. Wherever the letter B, fonowed
by an Arabic number, appears in a model designation, it indicates an
item of alternative (or substitute) design, material, or manufacture.
A design which has not been classified as an adopted type, but which
may have been accepted for limited procurement, has a model designation
consisting of the letter T follo-wed by an Arabic numeral. A design
modification 'which has not been standardized is indicated by tile addition
of the letter E and the appropriate Arabic numeral.

c. Ammunition Lot }.,Turnber. ,Vhen ammunition is manufactured, an
ammunition lot number is assigned in accordance \vith pertinent specifica
tions. As an essential part of the marking, this lot number is stamped
or marked on the item, size permitting, as well as on all packing containers.
It is required for all purposes of record, including reports on condition,
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functioning, and accidents in which the ammunition is involved. To
provide for the most uniform functioning, all of the components in anyone
lot are manufactured under as nearly identical conditions as practicable.

d. Painting and M aTking.

(1) Painting. Ammunition is painted primarily to prevent rust.
Secondary purposes are to provide, by the color, a ready means
of identification and, by the use of lusterless paint, for camou
flage. Ammunition for caliber .50 machine guns does not require
painting. However, the bullet tips of cartridges are painted a
distinc'tive color to aid in identifying cartridges as to type.
Ammunition for 20-mm guns may be identified as to type by
the color of the projectile. Refer to Department of the Army
Supply Manual 9-5-1305jUnited States Air Force Stock List
1300 for detailed information on identification of 20-mm and
caliber .50 ammunition. Distinctive colors used to identify
types of cartridges covered in this manual are listed in table I.

(2) M aTking. There is no marking on the bullet for caliber .50
ammunition. The manufacturer's initials and year of manufac
ture is stamped in the metal on the base of the cartridge case
for all caliber .50 ammunition. Caliber and type of weapon in
which fired, e.g., "20 G" or "20 MM" for, 20-mm gun, type and
model of cartridge are stenciled on the projectile for 20-mm
ammunition. The stenciling may include the ammunition lot
number. In addition, the rotating band is stamped with the
ammunition lot number, year of loading, and caliber and model
number of the cartridge. ELEC is stenciled on the base of the
cartridge case of cartridges for the 20-mm gun 1124A1 to indicate
the presence of an electric primer. Inert projectiles, such as
those used in target practice and also all items listed in supply
manuals as standard for issue, are suitably identified when
marked INERT, EMPTY, or DUMMY, as appropriate. Other
inert or empty components or rounds will be identified by drilled
holes in addition to the impressed marking INERT, EMPTY,
DRILL, or DUlVIlVIY. When the size of the item permits, the
holes will be four in number, not smaller than >i inch in diameter,
and drilled through the item 90 degrees apart. When compo
nents are deemed to be too small for the impressed markings,
holes of lesser number and smaller diameter are required. The
correct marking for items in which all explosives and incendiary
materials are simulated by inert materials, is INERT. The
correct marking for items from which the explosives and incen
diary materials have been removed, is ElVIPTY. Items manu
factured with all explosives and incendiary materials omitted
require the marking EMPTY, DRILL, or DUMMY, as
appropriate.
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Table I. Color Identification of Cartridges for Aircraft Guns

Caliber .50 cartridges

Color of tip of bullet Type of cartridge

BlacL 0 I Armor-piercing

Aluminum color I Armor-piercing-incendiary, M8

Blue with aluminum color annulus to the I Armor-piercing-incendiary, T49
rear.

Red with aluminum color annulus to the I Armor-piercing-incendiary-tracer, M20
rear.

N one I Ball

None (4 holes in cartridge case) u _ Dummy

N one (tinned cartridge case) High-pressure test

Light blue u _u u u u u Incendiary, Ml

Blue with light blue annulus to the rear Incendiary, ::\123

Red_ u - - u u __u u Tracer, :Ml and headlight tracer, M21

Orange __ u _u u u Tracer, :MIO

Brown Tracer, M17

20-mm cartridges

Color of projectile
Color of
marking Type of cartridge

Black - I "\Vhite I Armor-piercing, armor-piercing-tracert
ball, dummy, and' target practice.

Black with light blue nose "\Vhite Armor-piercing-incendiary

Olive-drab ogive and red body __ Black High-explosive-incendiary

Gray with light blue nose u _ Blacku u Incendiary



10. Care, Handling, and Preservation

Ammunition for aircraft guns is packed to withstand conditions ordi
narily encountered in the field, moisture-resistant containers and suitable
packing boxes or crates being used to provid~ the desired protection for
shipment and storage. For precautions and instructions for the care,
handling, and preservation of ammunition for 20-mm and caliber .50
aircraft g;uns, refer to TM 9-1903/TO 11A-1-37.

11. Storage Precautions

Ammunition for aircraft gU"ilSconsists or metals, which are subject to
~orrosion, and chemical agents and explosives, which are subject to
decomposition during storage. In order to preserve the ammunition
during storage most effectively, the precautions given in TM 9-1903/
TO 11A-1-37 should be observed.

12. Packing and Marking

a. In genel'al, caliber .50 ammunition is either bulk packed in 10-round
cartons or functionally packed in metallic belt cartridge links in either
watertight metal liners or hermetically sealed cans in wooden boxes or
in self-sealing caliber .50 metal boxes in wirebound wooden boxes.
Twenty-millimeter ammunition is bulk packed in cartons in metal-lined
wooden boxes or in hermetically sealed metal cans in wooden boxes or
self-sealing metal boxes; it is also functionally packed in disintegrating
belt cartridge links in hermetically sealed metal cans in wooden boxes or
self-sealing metal boxes. For purposes of ready issue and use, ammunition
for aircraft guns is functionally packed in cartridge links, either as indi
vidual types or in several ratios of two or more types. As an example, a
caliber .50 functional lot may be belted in the ratio of four caEber .50
API, lYI8cartridges to one caliber .50 API-T, M20 cartridge. For con
venience in identification and record keeping, such caliber .50 lots are
identified by functional (repacked) lot numbers; component lots thereof
are marked on the outer packing box or on a reference card within the
packing box. For detailed information on packing caliber .50 and 20-mm
ammunition, refer to Department of the !.LtmySupply Manua] 9-5-1305/
United States Air Force Stock List 1300.

b. Each outer shipping container and all inner containers are fully
marked to identify the ammunition contained therein. These matkings
include the descriptive nomenclature, including the word LINKED if
the cartridges are packed in cartridge links, ammunition lot number, and
the number of rounds. In addition to the above, the outer shipping
container also is marked with the Federal stock number, Department of
Defense Identification Code, Interstate Commerce Commission shipping
name, average weight, cube, and ordnance insignia. lYletal boxes are
painted olive drab and marked in yellow. Some ·woodenboxes are stained
light brown and marked in yellow. Those of current manufacture are



unstained and marked in black. The wooden box M23 is a typical
packing box which is used for both caliber .50 cartridges (fig. 1) and 20-mm
cartridges (fig. 2). Packing for ammunition for the 20-mm gun M39
series is differentiated from that for the 20-mm gun 1\1161by marking
the model number of the applicable cartridge link on the outer packing
container. A space is left blank in front of the ''lord LINKS which
appears on the side of the container. lYlodelnumber T61E3 is inserted
in the blank space if the ammunition in the box is for the gun lVI39series.
If the ammunition is for the gun lVI61, model number T76 is inserted
in the blank space.

Figure 1. Caliber .50 ammunition packing box M23.

13. Forms and Reports

a. Authorized Forms. The forms generally applicable to units operating
this materiel are listed in the appendix. For a listing of all forms, refer
to DA Pam 310-2. For instructions on use of these forms, refer to
FlYI 9-10.

b. Field Reports of Accidents. If an accident or malfunction involving
the use of ammunition occurs during training or combat, the range officer
for a unit in training or the officer or noncommissioned officer in charge
of the firing unit in combat immediately will discontinue firing ammunition
of the lot which malfunctions. He then will report the occurrence and
all pertinent facts of the accideilts or malfunction to the technical service
officer under whose supervision the ammunition for the unit involved is
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maintained or iSEiued,in order that the action prescribed in AR 385-63/
AFR 50-13, SR 385-10-40 (AFR .136-9), and SR 700-45-6 may be
taken. It is particularly helpful if the evidence of a malfunction round
or rounds, for instance cartridges, 'weapons, fuzes, etc., can be preserved
for study by designated ordnance laboratories. If conditions of combat
preclude immediate compliance, the action prescribed above will be taken
as soon as practicable.

Figure 2. 20-MM Ammunition packing box M23.
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CHAPTER 2

CARTRIDGES

Section I. CARTRIDGES FOR CALIBER .50 AIRCRAFT GUNS

14. General

n. General Discussion. A round of caliber .50 ammunition (fig. 3)
consists of a bullet, a propelling charge, a primer, and a cartridge case,
all assembled into a unit assembly (table II).

Table II. Weights of Caliber .50 Amnwnition
(In grains; maxima permitted in manufacture)

AP, M2 1 1,822 I 850 I 235119.06
or

1,8121
1,739 I 850

or
1,7261

1, 591 I 8501 ,698 850

Cartridge

API, 118 _

API, T49 _
API-T, M20

(T28) .

Ball, M33 _
Incendiary,

Ml.
Incendiary,

M23 (T48).
Tracer, Ml:

w / gilding
metal
jacket.
w / clad
steel
jacket.

or

1,68&1

1,7681 8501 ,703 850

1 ,581 I 850

1, 789 I 850

1, 750 I 850

233 I 19. 06

252119 .06230 19,06

237119.06240 19,06

237119.06

240 I 19. 06

240 I 19, 06

Bullet

.£

+>
Q) Q)r~Point Base

~
"B fillerfiller

0

cO0:3
0

.....,

--
-----

718
25341056.5------------

or
or

7081
4001

622
-----

------------------

or 6491501
-----
------------------------

624
-----
------------Tracer and

or
igniter

6121
Comp-14.

661. 5
25340056.5------------

628.5
-----
------------------------

512

-----
------------------------

681

408207------
Tracer and

igniterComp-70.641
368207------
------------

8ee footnotes at end of table.
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Table II. Weights of Caliber .50 Ammunition
(In grains; maxima permitted in manufacture)-continued

.2t-=-

Q)~ ----:-

Bullet
bO

•...

Cartridge

Q)~

]~S ~~Q)2-0
80.•..• Q) •..••..• -+'>

80.
0.oj 0.Q)Q)f~Point Base

00.

•..•00"<::~
p':;

p.~ fillerfiller
O-.S

oj
•..• Ooj 8
0o ;j

0 p... '-' oj03-0 ....."

\,)-----
-------------------

Tracer, M10
1,75085024019.06641368207------

Tracer and

igniterComp-70.Tracer, M17
1,74285022519.06648368207------Tracer and

(T9).
igniter

Comp-77 .Tracer, head- light, M21(TIEl):wigilding-
1,77985024019.06704408207------Tracer and

metal
igniter

jacket.
Comp-93.

w/clad
1,739850240-19.06664368207------

------------

steel
jacket.Blank, M1

8918504619.06-----
-----------(Wad,
------------

(T40).
1. 5)

Dummy, M2: w/steel
1,2148502------

------364
364(3)(3)------------bullet.

w/ gilding-metal
1,2548502------

------404
404(3)(3)------------

bullet.
HPT, ML __

2,10885024019.06999263Front------
- - - -. - -. - - - - .- -

325
Rear411

1 Weight with alternative manganese-molybdenum steel core.
2 Steel cartridge case which may be used weighs 750 grains.
3 After 1 January 1943, no bullet core, slug, or filler was used in manufacture of dummy cartridges 2\J'2.

b. Bullet. Bullets for service use have a metal core or slug, which is
covered with a gilding-metal or gilding-metal-clad steel jacket. Tracer
bullets have a lead alloy core or slug, whereas all other bullet types have
steel cores. Ball, M2; Ball, M33; Incendiary, lVIl and some lots of
Incendiary, M23 bullets have soft steel cores which are not intended for
armor penetration; all armor-piercing type bullets have hardened steel
alloy cores. Armor-piercing bullets have a point filler of antimony-lead
between the jacket and the core. Ball M33 bullets have a point filler
consisting of inert material such as sodium carbonate, monohydrate.
Incendiary composition is the point filler for armor-piercing-incendiary,
armor-piercing-incendiary-tracer, and incendiary bullets. Armor-pierc
ing-incendiary-tracer and tracer bullets have a base filler of igniter and
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tracer compositions in the base of the core. Armor-piercing-incendiary
bullets have a base filler of lead. Bullets have a cylindrical or conically
tapered base. The cylindrical base is called "square" and the tapered
base is called "boattailed." A cannelure or annular knurled groove is
rolled or cut into the jacket to provide a recess into which the cartridge
case is crimped. A second cannelure or knurl may be present on some
bullet types, such as the incendiary bullet, as a means of identification
during manufacture.

c. Propellent Charge. Ammunition for aircraft guns of current manu
facture may contain either single base (nitrocellulos'e) or double base
(nitrocellulose-nitroglycerin) types of propellant. Caliber .50 ammunition
of World War II production contained only single base propellent charges.
Dependent upon the desired characteristics, each type of propellant may
be of flake, tubular, spherical, or a modified spherical shape. Propellent
charges for each cartridge type may vary slightly in daily production
to counterbalance slight differences in burning characteristics and residual
moisture content. Granulations of the propellant and weights of the
cartridge charges are established in accordance with specification require
ments of velocity and pressure for each type of cartridge. See paragraph
69 for more detailed information.

d. Primer. The primer consists of a brass or gilding-metal cup which
contains a primer-composition pellet of sensitive explosive, a paper disk,
and a brass anvil. See paragraph 74 for description of these primers.

e. Cartridge Case. The cartridge case is made of drawn brass. The
cartridge case for the dummy cartridge M2 may be made of drawn
steel. It serves as a means whereby the other components (primer,
propelling charge, and bullet) are assembled into a unit, the cartridge.
Another of its functions is to expand and seal the chamber against the
escape of gases to the rear \vhen the cartridge is fired. This action is
known as obturation. To make the cartridge waterproof and to keep
the propelling charge dry, the primer is sealed in the primer seat and the
bullet is sealed in the neck of the cartridge case by a thin film of lacquer
or varnish at the time of manufacture. An extractor groove, turned
in the head of the cartridge case, provides a means of removing the case
from the chamber of the weapon.

f. Identification.
(1) The type, caliber, model, and ammunition lot number, including

the symbol of the manufacturer, are necessary for complete
identification of caliber .50 ammunition.

(2) From the cartridge itself, the ammunition may be identified,
except for lot number, by-

(a) The appearance of the cartridge and the color of the painted
bullet tip (see fig. 4 and table I).

(b) The stamping on the base of the cartridge case. Because of
its small size, the marking on small-arms ammunition is the
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stamping of the manufacturer's initials and year of manufac
ture on the base of the cartridge case. For example, "FA 53"
means the lot was loaded at Frankford Arsenal in 1953.

(3) From packings and containers, and markings thereon, the am·
munition can generally be completely identified by-

(a) IVlarkings on the original packing boxes and cartons.
(b) A functional reference data card inserted in each packing

box containing functional lots of ammunition when component
lots of the functional lot have not been marked on the outer
packing box. Formerly, an identification card, usually 6~ x
15, ,vas sealed inside the metal liner on top of ammunition
in each box.

g. Packaging.
(1) The containers and methods for packing caliber .50 ammunition

are given in the drawings, specifications, and Department of
the Army Sl!Pply Manual 9-5-1305jUnited States Air Force
Stock List 1300. Containers presently being manufactured have
been designed to withstand all conditions commonly encountered
in handling, storing, and transporting the ammunition.

(2) With few exceptions, caliber .50 ammunition is issued in metal
containers packed for shipment in wooden boxes. There are
two types of metal containers: Hermetically sealed can opened
by means of a key and tear strip and metal boxes having hinged
covers sealed by means of a rubber gasket.

(3) Packing materials used by Field Service for caliber .50 ammuni
tion which are classed as containers, packaging, and packing
supplies are listed in Department of the Army supply manuals
and United States Air Force stock lists covering FCS group 81.
These include boxes and cartons and certain box components.
Box components which are classed as hardware, such as wingnuts
and screwhooks, are listed in Department of the Army supply
manuals and United States Air Force stock lists covering -FCS
group 53. Cartridge clips and cartridge links are classed as
ammunition components and are listed in Department of the
Army Supply Manual 9-5-1305/United States Air Force Stock
List 1300.

15. Ballistics

The trajectories of caliber .50 service bullets, except those in the incen
diary 1\123and API T49 cartridges, for aircraft use match at 1,000 yards.
The time of flight does not differ by more than 1/10 second under specified
conditions. The bullets of incendiary M23 and API T49 cartridges are
lighter than other service bullets weighing approximately 500 grains and
have a muzzle velocity of 3,450 feet per second. They also have matched
ballistics.
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Figure 4. Caliber .50 cartridges.



16. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Armor-Piercing, M2

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is designed for use against armored air
craft, armored vehicles, concrete shelters, and similar bullet-resisting
targets. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified by the
black bullet tip.

b. Bullet. The bullet consists of three parts: A gilding-metal jacket, a
hardened core of tungsten-chrome or manganese molybdenum steel, and
a point filler of an antimony-lead alloy. The overall length of the bullet
is 2.31 inches. The base has a 9-degree taper beginning 0.386 inch from
the base.

17. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Armor-Piercing-Incendiary, M8

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is a round for caliber .50 machine guns'
It replaces the incendiary cartridge :NIl and armor-piercing cartridge M2
for manufacture and issue. This cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It is
identified by the aluminum color bullet tip.

b. Bullet. The bullet contains the same core as the armor-piercing
bullet, caliber .50, 112, but the point filler is replaced by an incendiary
composition and the bullet also contains a lead alloy base filler seal.
The length of the bullet is 2.31 inches.

18. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Armor-Piercing-Incendiary, T49

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is for use only in caliber .50 aircraft ma
chine guns. It has a higher velocity than the API cartridge, caliber .50,
:NI8 and is intended for use with the incendiary cartridge, caliber .50,
:NI23(T48), since it has similar exterior ballistics. This cartridge is 5.45
inches in length. It may be identified by the bullet tip, which is painted
medium blue with an aluminum color annulus to the rear.

b. Bullet. The bullet consists of three parts: A gilding-metal jacket,
a hardened manganese-molybdenum steel core, and a point filler of an
antimony-lead alloy. The bullet has a square base and is shorter, being
1.935 inches in length, than API bullet, caliber .50, l\tI8.

19. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Armor-Piercing-
Incendiary-Tracer, M20

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is for caliber .50 machine guns. It is
similar to the armor-piercing-incendiary caliber .50, 118 cartridge, with
the addition of a tracer element. As this bullet has its own tracer, the
use of tracer cartridges for the production of traces is unnecessary in
machine gun belts. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It is identified
by the tip of the bullet, "whichis painted red with an aluminum annulus
to its rear.

b. Bullet. The bullet is similar to the armor-piercing-incendiary bullet,
caliber .50, :NI8,but it differs in having a trace. Visible trace begins at
approximately 100 yards from muzzle and continues to at least 1,600 yards.
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20. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Ball, M33

a. Cartridge. This cartridge was designed to replace the ban cartridge
M2 as an item of issue and to duplicate ballistics of an inert caliber .50
API cartridge lVIS. It is designed for general use where tracer, incendiary,
or armor penetration characteristics are not important considerations.
The cartridge is 5.45 inches long and does not have any bullet point
identification coloring. As its visual appearance is the same as the ball
cartridge M2, this cartridge will be identified by markings on the packing
containers. Headstamp markings are a further means of identifying
ball M2 and ball M33 cartridges; the last lot of ball cartridges :J\tI2 was
produced in 1950, whereas the first lot of ball cartridge.M33 was manu
factured in 1951.

b. BulZet. The bullet consists of three parts: A jacket of gilding metal
or gilding metal clad steel, a soft steel core, and an inert point filler.
The overall length of the bullet is (tapered) 2.31 inches. It has a boat
tailed base.

21. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Incendiary, M 1

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is an item of issue for use in caliber .50
machine guns. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified
by the bullet tip, which is painted light blue, and by a second, knurled
cannelure rolled into the bullet jncket.

b. Bullet. The bullet consists of a gilding-metal jacket, a hollow,
cylindrical, steel body, a lead-antimony base slug, and a core and point
filler of incendiary composition. The bullet is 2.09 inches long and has
a square (cylindrical) base.

22. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Incendiary, M23

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is an item of issue for use only in caliber
.50 aircraft machine guns. It has a higher velocity than the incendiary
cartridge M1 and is more effective as an incendiary against aviation
kerosene. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified by
the bullet tip, which is painted medium blue with a light blue annulus
to the rear.

b. Bullet. The bullet is similar in external appearance to the incendiary
bullet M1. The bullet lVI23consists of a gilding-metal jacket, a clad
steel container, a lead-antimony base slug, and an incendiary composition.
The weight of incendiary composition is greater than that in the incendiary
bullet M1. The bullet is 2.290 inches long and has a square (cylindrical)
base.

~3. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Tracer, M 1

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is an item for observation of fire in caliber
.50 machine guns. It is limited to use for training purposes only. It
is replaced for combat use by the CARTRIDGE, CALIBER .50: tracei',
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lVIl7. Care must be exercised when using this cartridge to prevent it
from igniting dry vegetation on the range. This cartridge is 5.45 inches
long. It is identified by the tip of the bullet, 'which is painted red.

b. Bullet. The bullet consists of three parts: A gilding-metal or a
gilding-metal clad steel jacket, an antimony-lead alloy slug, which fills
the forward end of the jacket, and tracer and igniter compositions which
fill the balance. Unlike the bullets for armor-piercing and ball cartridges,
this bullet is cylindrical to the base which is open to permit the propelling
charge to ignite the tracer composition. The overall length of the bullet is
2.40 inches. The trace begins at a distance not greater than 250 feet
from the weapon; the range of the trace is about 1,600 to 1,800 yards.

24. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Tracer, M 10

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is for observation of fire in all caliber .50
aircraft machine guns. I t serves the same purposes as the tracer car
tridge Ml. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified by
the bullet tip, which is painted orange.

b. B1.l'zzet. The description and exterior ballistics for the tracer bullet
IVl1 with gilding-metal clad stee~ jacket are applicable to the tracer bullet
:!VIlO,except that the 11110has a dim trace for the first 225 yards of flight
followed by a bright trace to 1,600 to 1,900 yards.

25. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Tracer, M 17

a. Cartridge. This cartridge can be used as a substitute for the API - T
cartridge, caliber .50, IV120except that penetration is not so great. It
replaces the tracer cartridge ]\'11 for use in caliber .50 aircraft machine
guns. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified by the
bullet tip, "which is painted brown. The tips of bullets manufactured
prior to 1952 were painted maroon.

b. Bullet. The description and exterior ballistics for the tracer bullet

lVIl with gilding-metal clad steel jacket are applicable to the tracer bullet,
11117, except that the 11117 has a bright trace to approximately 2,450
yards of.flight. Trace begins at a point not greater than 250 yards from
the weapon. Tracer cartridges 11117 manufactured since 1950 contain
a gilding-metal cup or a vinylite disk, designated as a bullet base closure
seal, in the base of the bullet. This seal is intended to prevent chemical
action bet,veen the bullet tracer composition and the residual moisture
in the propellant and, accordingly, to prolong the shelf life of this cartridge.

26. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Tracer, Headlight, M21

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is for caliber .50 airci'aft machine guns
for use in combat against other aircraft. 'Vhen viewed from the front,
its trace, due to the use of certain igniter composition instead of tracer
composition such as is used in tracer bullet ]\111, is three times as brilliant
as the trace of the tracer bullet lVIl. The tracer lVI21has some incendiary
effect at 150 and 350 yards, but is negligible at 600 yards. The cartridge
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is 5.45 inches long. It may be identified by the bullet tip, which is
painted red.

b. Bullet. The description and exterior ballistics of the tracer bullet
M1 are applicable to the tracer bullet M21, except that the M21 has a
very bright trace to approximately 550 yards.

27. Cartridge, Caliber .50 Blank: M 1

This blank cartridge is for use in aircraft caliber .50 machine guns when
these weapons are fitted \vith blank firing attachments for training opera
tions. The cartridge is 3.910 inches long. It is identified by the absence
of the bullet. The cartridge case has a slight annular groove about
~ inch from the mouth; this serves as the seat for the wad. The \vad
is a disk punched out of strawboard sheet 1/16 inch thick; it is lacquered
on both sides before insertion into the mouth of the case. Mter loading,
a heavy coat of vermillion lacquer is applied to the wad and the mouth
is crimped.

28. Cartridge, Caliber .50 Dummy: M2

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is for use in all caliber .50 machine guns
for training purposes. It may also be used for testing the mechanism
of the gun. The cartridge is 5.45 inches long. Some cases of current
manufacture may be of steel instead of brass.

b. Bullet. The dummy cartridge has a gilding-metal or gilding-metal
clad steel jacket. The bullet is 2.40 inches long and has a square (cylin
drical) base.

29. Cartridge, Caliber .50: Test, High-Pressure, M 1

a. Cartridge. This cartridge is used for proof-firing of caliber .50 ma
chine guns at the place of manufacture or rebuild. The cartridge is
loaded with a propellent charge sufficient to develop a breech pressure
from 60,000 to 65,000 p.s.i~ Due to this excessive pressure and the
danger involved in firing, the guns under test are fired from a fixed rest
under a hood by means of a mechanical firing device. This cartridge
should be fired only by authorized personnel. The cartridge is 5.45 inches
long. It is distinguished from other caliber .50 cartridges by the tinned
cartridge case.

b. Bullet. The bullet consists of a gilding-metal jacket and a core
made up of two antimony-lead alloy slugs, a front slug and a rear slug.
The length of the bullet is 2.42 inches. The bullet has a square base.

30. Cartridges With Deteriorated Tracer Elements

Armor-piercing-incendiary-tracer and tracer-types of caliber .50 car
tridges with deteriorated tracer elements, as listed in Department of the
Army Supply ManuaI9-5-1305/United States Air Force Stock List 1300,
may be substituted for ball ammunition for training requirements within
the continental United States.
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Section II. CARTRIDGES FOR 20-MM GUN M3

31. General

a. General Discussion. The 20-mm gun l\13 is a link disintegrating,
belt-fed (fig. -5), automatic aircraft cannon for use against aircraft and
ground or sea-borne targets. At present, the lVI3is the only 20-mm gun
that fires percussion-primed ammunition. Percussion-primed ammuni
tion manufactured in the United States, that is to be lised jointly by
the British, must be proof-fired in British guns to determine whether the
lot develops sufficiently low chamber pressure for acceptance for firing
in British 'weapons. If the ammunition is accepted by both United States
and British services, the words COlVIl\/IONAl\rIl\'Iare marked or printed
on the packing boxes. - All ammunition for this gun is issued in the form
of fixed complete rounds known as "cartridges." The' shape, length,
and weight of these cartridges are approximately the same. The trajec
tories of the projectiles cross at 1,000 yards, at which range the time of
flight for each projectile is approximately 1.66 seconds when fired from
a stationary weapon with a muzzle velocity of 2,730 feet per second.

Warning: Electric-primed ammunition CANNOT be fired in the
gun :N13.

b. Identification. The color scheme for the painting and marking of
these cartridges for purposes of identification is indicated in table I
(par. 9). It should be noted that painting and marking of the high
explosive-incendiary and incendiary cartridges differ from the basic color
scheme prescribed in Tl\1 9-1900jTO 11A-1-20, but all essential informa
tion is provided.

c. Projectile. Dependent upon type of projectile, ammunition for this
gun is classified as high-explosive-incendiary (HEI), armor-piercing with
tracer (AP-T), incendiary, target-practice (TP), or dummy.

d. Fuze. The PD fuze 1V1505(T196E4) is used with the HEI car
tridges, replacing the PD fuze 1\'175which may be found on cartridges of
earlier manufacture. Both of these fuzes are single-action, impact-type,
percussion fuzes. The PD fuze 1V1505is relatively boresafe. See para
graphs 65 and 66 for description of these fuzes.

e. Cartridge Case. The cartridge cases l\i121A1 (brass) and lVI21AlB1
(steel) are used with these cartridges. The -weight of the cartridge case
lV121A1is 0.214 pound; the cartridge case l\'121AIB1 is approximately
0.025 pound lighter and has a deeper extracting groove machined in the
head. A single vent is provided in both cartridge cases.

f. Propelling ChaTge. The cartridge contains 0.07 pound of single
base (nitrocellulose) propellant. See paragraph 69 for more detailed
information.

g. PTimeT. The percussion primer lV136A1, containing a 2.1-grain
charge of primer mixture, is used with these cartridges. See paragraph
70 for description of this primer.
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Figure 5. Cartridge links and cartridge link filler for

ammunition for 20-mm gun 11;]3.

h. Disintegrating Belt Cartridge Links. These links and filler (fig. 5)
are considered as ammunition components. They are listed in Depart
ment of the Army Supply 1/Ianual 9-5-1305jUnited States Air Force
Stock List 1300. lVletallic belt link 1117, 1/18, or lVIlO (lVI8El) can be
used to make up belts for either right or left hand 20-mm feed mechanism
M3 or AN-lVI2; ha-wever, only one type of link may be used in the same
belt. Their nomenclature and piece marks are as follows:
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LINK FILLER, CARTRIDGE: 20-mm A7305535
LINK, CARTRIDGE: disintegrating belt, 20-mm, MI0 (M8El)

7238242
LINK, CARTRIDGE: disintegrating belt, 20-mm, M8 7230430
LINK, CARTRIDGE, disintegrating belt, 20-mm lVI77225949

The link IVI8is an improvement in design over the link M7. The link
IVIIO(lVI8El) differs from the link lVI8in finish, heat treatment, and con
tour design. It can be distinguished from the lVI8by the comparatively
greater taper on the outside of the single loop. This increases flexibility
of the belt and prevents holdups in the ammunition chute. A cartridge
link filler (fig. 5) is used with the link lVIlO(lVI8El) when it is desired to
ioad belts for double-loop left hand feed.

i. Packing and Shipping Data. Cartridges for 20-mm gun M3 are
contained in both bulk and functional-type packing. Primary bulk
packs vary from 10 rounds 'in a cardboard carton to 55 rounds per steel
can; these containers are overpacked (in varying quantities) into metal
cans or wooden boxes for shipment and storage. Functional packings
are made up of one type, more than one type, or several types, or ratio
pack of cartridges in a 40-round link belt which is packed into metal can
J\'121, and over1?acked (in varying quantities) into either metal cans or
wooden boxes. The belts are either linked for right hand feed or linked
for left hand feed. For additional information on packing of 20-mm
ammunition, see Department of the Army Supply IVlanual 9-5-1305/
United States Air Force Stock List 1300.

32. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: AP-T, M95

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 6) is for use against armored targets.
The projectile is .a solid shot made from bar or forged steel. A drawn
steel windshield is crimped into annular grooves in the projectile body,
the portion of the windshield over the crimping acting as the bourrelet
of the projectile. The base of the projectile contains a red tracer com
position, sealed in by means of a metal closing cup. The tracer burns
for about 2.25 seconds, equivalent to a range of about 1,400 yards.
lVIinimum burning time of tracer is 2.0 seconds, equivalent to a range of
1,270 yards.

b. Data.

Weight of complete round_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 0.5'( lb.
Length of complete round - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7.23 in.
Length of proj ectile_ - u u - u - u u u u u u - - - u - - - - - - - - u _ - u u 3.27 in.
Length of cartridge case u u u U - U U U - - - - - - - u U U - __ u _ u u u _ u 4. 34 in.
\Vidth of rotating band_ - u u - - - - - u - u - u u - U U - U U - U U _ U ~ _ u _ u 0.203 in.
Type of base_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - square
Radius of ogive - - -- - - - - u - - - - - - - - u -- --- u - - - - _u - __ - - u __ u 2.3 cal.

Muzzle velocity - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2,730 fps.
Maximum range - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - u - - - - - - - - - - - - - - u - - - -- - u 5,900 yd.
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Figure 6. Cartridge, 20 millimeter: AP-T, M.95.
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33. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: AP· T, M95, Steel Case

This cartridge is the same as the item in paragraph 32, except that the
steel cartridge case l\121AIBl is substituted for the lVI21A1.

34. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: HEI,
M58 (T241), W/Fuze, PD, M505

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 7), which replaces the 1\197AI, differs
from the 1\197Al (par. 36) principally in the interior design and loading
of the projectile. It provides an adequate ballistic match with the
lVI97AI. The M58 is an improvemellt over the lV197Al in blast, fragmen
tation, and incendiary effect. The \veight of the incendiary charge
(1\/1OX -2B) is 0.026 pound. The weight of explosive is 0.03 pound, com
posed of 0.026 pound of lV10X-2B and 0.004 pound of RDX. Upon
impact, the charge is functioned \vith a combined detonative and incen
diary effect. A base cover is welded to the base of the projectile for
additional safety. The PD fuze lV1505 is an instantaneous percussion
fuze of the impact-type. See paragraph 66 for description of this fuze.

b. Data.

Weight of complete round u uu u u_ 0.55 lb.
Length of complete round 7.25 in. (max.)
Length of fuzed projectile u __ u u u __ 3.31 in.
Length of cartridge case u 4. 34 in.
Type of base square

35. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: HEI, M97, W/Fuze, PD, M75
This cartridge, which is replaced by the 1\197AI, differs from the

M97 Al (par. 36) principally in the fuze. The fuze lV175, which is de
scribed in paragraph 65, has no interrupter or other special devices for
boresafety. In this respect, it differs from the fuze 1\1505.

36. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: HEI,
M97 A 1, W/Fuze, PD, M505

a. General. This cartridge is for use against aircraft and light ma
teriel targets, functioning with both explosive and incendiary effect.
The high-explosive is tetryl and is located in the nose portion of the
projectile, while the incendiary mixture is located in the base. The com
bined weight of the high-explosive-incendiary filler is 0.017 pound com
posed of 0.005 pound of incendiary mixture and 0.012 pound of tetryl.
Upon impact, its filler is detonated, the shell shattered, and the incendi~
ary composition ignited. Its fuze is an instantaneous percussion fuze
of the impact-type. The thickness of the base is approximately 0.2 inch,
and a base cover is \velded thereon for additional protection.
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b. Data.
Weight of complete round nnn n_n nn n nn_ 0.57 lb.
Length of complete round 7.23 in.
Length of fuzed projectile n_n_n_n __ n_nn_nnn n_ 3.28 in.
Length of cartridge case __n n n n n _ n __ n _ n n _ n n n n 4.34 in.
Width of rotating band n n _ n n _ n n n n _ n n n _ n __ n nO. 203 in.
Type of base square
Radius of ogive 2.55 cal.

(to 0.7 dia., then conical ogive)
Muzzle velocity n _ n n __ n:'" n __ n n _ n _ n n n n _ 2,730 fps.
Maximum range __nn _nn n n n n _n _ n __ n nn nn __ n_ 5,750 yd.

37. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: HEI, M97 A 1,
Steel Case, WjFuze, PD, MSOS

This cartridge is the same as the item in paragraph 36, except that the
steel cartridge case M21AIBI is substituted for the :NI21Al.

38. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Incendiary, M96

a. General. This cartridge is for use against aircraft, functioning with
incendiary effect. The body of the projectile is made of cold-drawn
steel. The nose, threaded to screw into the body, is made of a die-cast
zinc alloy; it is painted light blue for identification. Both the body and
nose are filled 'with incendiary composition. This projectile does not
require a fuze, as functioning is initiated by impact of nose upon target.

b. Data.
Weight of complete round n nnn_n_n_n_n n_nn __ 0.55 lb.
Length of complete round nnn nnn nnn __ n_n __ nn 7.18 in,
Length of projectile 3.23 in.
Length of cartridge case __n n __ n n _ n n n _ n n _ n _ n _ n __ n n _ n _ 4.34 in.
Width of rotating band nn __ n_nn_n nnn .n_n 0.203 in.
Type of base square
Radius of ogive - - - - __ 2.55 cal.

(to 0.7 dia., then conical ogive)
M uzzle velocity 2.730 fps.
Maximum range - __- - - - __ 5,700 yd.

39. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Incendiary, M96, Steel Case

This cartridge is the same as the item in paragraph 38, except that the
steel cartridge case lVI21AIBl is substituted for the IVI21Al.

40. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter, Dummy: M 18A3

This cartridge is a completely inert assembly, ,vhich is intended to pro
vide a cartridge for drill purposes and for testing the feed mechanism of
the weapon. The service projectile and cartridge case are simulated by
a one-piece zinc- or cadmium-coated casing ,made of steel, cold-drawn to
size, shape, and weight of the service round. A steel base plug, formed
to provide an extractor groove like that on service ammunition, is soldered
into the recessed base. Some rounds of earlier manufacture have a
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threaded base and base plug. Alternative manufacturing designs for
this drill cartridge have a steel body plug secured in the nose of the car
tridge. Weight is 0.57 pound; length is 7.22 (max.) inches.

41. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: TP, M99

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 8) is for practice firing. The pro
jectile is similar in shape and ballistic properties to the incendiary shell
M96 but is hollow and contains no explosive. The nose consists of a
zinc-die casting as in the 1\196 incendiary but its weight is adjusted to
give the projectile a weight of 2,000 grains (0.29 lb.). The projectile
body is made of cold-drawn steel.

b. Data.

Weight of complete roundu h h h __h h __h _h hh h hh h _h __h 0.57 lb.
Length of complete round hh_h __h hh_h hh_h __h h 7.23 in.
Length of projectileh h _h h h _h h h __h h h h h _h _h _h h h _h _ 3.27 in.
Length of cartridge case h _h h h h h _h _h h _h h 4.34 in.
\Vidth of rotating bandu h _h h h h h _h h h h h __h h __h _h _ 0.203 in.
Type of base square
Radius of ogive h __h h _h h _h _h h _h h h h h _h h h h h __ 2.54 cal.

(to 0.7 dia., then conical ogive)
l\{uzzle velocity 2,730 fps.
Maximum range h hhh h 5,750 yd.

Figure 8. Cartridge, 20 millimeter; TP, M99.

Section III. CARTRIDGES FOR 20-MM GUN M24A 1

42. General

a. General Discussion. The 20-mm gun lV124A1is an automatic air
craft cannon for use against aircraft and ground or sea-borne targets. It
is a combination blowback and gas-operated, air-cooled, belt-fed gun.
It can be adapted for belt feeding from either the right or left hand side.
The gun is designed to fire electric-primed ammunition only. All ammu
nition for this gun is issued in the form of fixed complete rounds. The
cartridges are linked into disintegrating belts by use of cartridge link 1\1110
(h below). The cartridges for this gun are the same as those fired in the
20-mm gun lV13,except that the electric primer l\JI52A3repla.ces the per
cussion primer J\136A1. Although the model designations are the same
for both the electric-primed and percussion-primed cartridges, in the
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nomenclature of the former, the word "electric" is inserted before the
type designation. The trajectories of the projectiles cross at 1,000
yards, at 'which range the time of flight for each projectile is approxi
mately 1.66 seconds when fired from a stationary weapon with a muzzle
velocity of 2,730 feet per second.

Warning: Percussion-primed ammunition CANNOT be fired in the
IVI24A1gun.

b. Identification. Painting and marking of these cartridges for pur
poses of identification is the same as that of cartridges for the 20-mm
gu,n wI3, except for the designation ELEC, 'which is stenciled on the head
of the cartridge case with black ink. Some rounds of earlier manufacture
hate a purple annulus about the primer at the head of the cartridge case,
caused by the dye in the waterproofing compound that was used.

c. Projectile. Dependent upon the type of projectile, ammunition for
these guns is classified as high-explosive-incendiary (HEI), armor-piercing
with tracer (AP-T), armor-piercing (AP) (with or without tracer cavity
plug), incendiary, target-practice (TP), or dummy.

d. Fuze. The PD fuze 1VI505(T196E4) is used with the HEI cartridges;
HEI cartridges fuzed with the PD fuze wI75 are no longer issued. The
PD fuze ]\1505 is a single-action, impact-type, percussion fuze which is
relatively boresafe. See paragraph 66 for a description of this fuze.

e. Cartridge Case. The cartridge cases wI21A1 (brass) and J\121A1B1
(steel), used with these cartridges, are identical with those used with
cartridges for the 20-mm gun ]\113(par. 31e).

f. Propelling Charge. The cartridges contain the same propelEng
charge as the ammunition for the 20-mm gun lVI3. See paragraph 69
for more detailed information.

g. Primer. The electric primer J\152A3, containing a 2.75 (max.)
grain charge of primer mixture is used Ivith these cartridges. The elec
tric primer IVI52A2,which differs from the J\152A3"in the primer charge,
may be found assembled to cartridges of earlier ,manufacture. The
insulator of the primer wI52A2 is colored black, while that of the wI52A3
is red. See paragraph 71 for description of the primer J\152A3.

h. Disintegrating Belt Cartridge Links. Belts for 20-mm feed mech
anism M2E5 or M2E7 of the gun M24A1 are made up of cartridge link
wI10 (M8E1). The feed mechanism wI2E5 and the feed mechanism
wI2E7 consist of two distin:ct feed mechanisms for each model-a right
hand feed mechanism and a left hand feed mechanism. Although the
same cartridge link is used to form belts for right hand feed and belts for
left hand feed, the method of loading the belts is different. Belts for
either right or left hand feed may also be loaded with single-loop leading
or with double-loop leading. For double-loop leading, a cartridge filler
link is used to close the single loop at the end of the belt. For methods
of loading the four types of belts, see TJ\1 9-2024. For complete nomen-
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clature, piece mark, and brief description of the link and filler, see para
graph 31h.

i. Packing and Shipping Data. Cartridges for 20-mm gun IVI24A1are
contained in the same types of bulk and functional packing as those
described for the cartridges used in 20-mm gun IvI3 (par. 31i). For ad
ditional information on packing of 20-mm ammunition, see Department
of the Army Supply IVIanual 9-5-1305/United States Air Force Stock
List 1300.

43. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
AP, M95, W/Tracer Cavity Plugged

This cartridge (fig. 9) is identical with the item in paragraph 44, except
that the tracer composition is omitted and the tracer cavity is closed by
a plug.

44. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, AP-T, M95

This cartridge is identical '\vith the cartridge described in paragraph
32, except that the electric primer lVI52A3replaces the percussion primer
M36Al.

45. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
HEI,M58 (T241), W/Fuze, PD, M505

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph
34, except that the electric primer M52A3 replaces t.he percussion primer
M36A1.

46. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
HEI, M97A 1, W/Fuze, PD, M505

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragr2.ph 36~
except that the electric primer M52A3 replaces the percussion primer
M36A1.

47. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, HEI,
M97A 1, Steel Case, W/Fuze, PD, M505

This cartridge is identical with the item in paragraph 46, except that
the steel cartridge case lVI21A1B1is substituted for the 1'I21Al.

48. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, Incendiary, M96

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph
38, except that the electric primer lVI52A3replaces the percussion primer
M36A1.

49. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
Incendiary, M96, Steel Case

This cartridge is identical with the item in paragraph 48, except that
the steel cartridge case lVI21A1B1is substituted for the M21Al.
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BUTTON' INSU~ATOR.

ELECTRIC PRIMER M52A3
(ENLARGED)

TRACER CAVITY PLU.G

7.23 MAX

PRIME~! ELECTRIC, M52A3

Figure 9. Cartridge, 20 millimeter: electric, AP, M95, wltracer cavity plugged.
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50. Cartridge; 20 Millimeter, Dummy: M 18A3

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph 40.

51. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, TP, M99

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph
41, except that the electric primer M52A3 replaces the percussion primer
l\136Al.

52. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, TP, M99, Steel Case

This cartridge is identical with. the item in paragraph 51, except that
the steel cartridge case M21AIB1 is substituted for the M21Al.

Section IV. CARTRIDGES FOR 20-MM GUNS M39,
M39A 1, AND M61 (1171 E3)

53. General

a. General Discussion.

(1) Ammunition for 20-mm guns M39 and M39Al. The 20-mm
guns 11139 and 1II39A1 are automatic aircraft cannon for use
against aircraft and ground or sea-borne targets. These guns
are gas-operated, belt-fed, electrically fired "weapons having a
high rate of fi1'e. The 1118 (T13) and 1II8A1 chargers used in
these guns utilize the caliber .30 carbine grenade cartridge 1\16
to develop the necessary gas pressure to start the functioning
of the "weapon. Both guns 11139 and M39A1 fire the same am
munition. All ammunition for these guns is issued in the form
of fixed complete rounds known as "cartridges." The car
tridges are electric-primed. Before firing, the cartridges are
loaded in ammunition belts of the disintegrating belt type, made
up from cartridge link T61E3 (fig. 10). The shape, length, and
weight of the several types of cartridges for the guns 11139 series
are approximately the same. These cartridges are approxi
mately 0.6 inch shorter in overall length and approximately
0.19 inch wider at the base of the cartridge case than the car
tridges used for the 20-mm guns M3 and M24Al. The car
tridges used for the guns ~39 series are also used for the 20-mm
gun M61. vVhen linked for the gun M61, hmvever, the car
tridge link T76 is used. These links are not interchangeable.
Muzzle velocity of the API, ball, and HEI rounds fired from
the gun 1\139or 1I139A1 is 3,300 feet per second.

(2) Ammunition for 20-mm gun M6l (T171E3). The 20-mm gun
11161 (T171E3) is an automatic aircraft cannon for use against
aircraft and ground or sea-borne targets. The gun is an elec
trically or hydraulically powered, belt-fed, electrically. fired
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weapon having a higher rate of fire than the 20-mm guns M39
and lV139Al. \Vhen electrically powered, the electric drive
l\t17is used. It is a rotating, six-barrel gun. A round of am
munition is fired through each barrel, as the barrels rotate
once around the longitudinal axis. All ammunition for this
gun is issued in the form of fixed complete rounds known as
"cartridges." These cartridges are electric-primed and an
identical with the cartridges used for the 20-mm guns M39 and
1\139A1. Before firing, the cartridges are loaded in ammunition
belts of the disintegrating type, made up from cartridge link
T76 (fig. 11). The muzzle velocity of the API, ball, and HEI
rounds is established at 3,300 feet per second in the 20-mm gun
M39 'with a resulting velocity of approximately 3,430 feet per
second in the 20-mm gun 1\161.

Warning: Ammunition for the gun 1\/139, lV139Al, or M61
CANNOT be fired in either the 20-mm gun 1\/13or 1\124A1.
Ammunition for either the gun 1\13 or 1\/124Al CANNOT be
fired in the gun 1\/139,IVI39Al, or 1\'161. Ammunition linked
for the guns 1\1139 and l\'139Al CANNOT be fired in the gun
1\/161. Ammunition linked for the gun M61 CANNOT be
fired in the guns l\139 and l\'139A1.

POSITIONING DETENT

/ LINK GUIDE TAB

RA._P;.{) .....~~~.L!jil

Figure 10. Cartridge link T61E3 for 20-mm guns M39 and M39Al.

b. Identification. The color scheme for the painting and marking of
these cartridges for purposes of identification is indicated in table I (par.
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BOTTOM VIEW

RA PD 21306;5A"

Figure 11. Cartridge link T76 for 20-mm gun M61.

9). It should be noted that painting and marking of the armor-piercing
incendiary, high-explosive-incendiary, and incendiary cartrid~es differ
from the basic color scheme prescribed in TM 9-1900/1'0 11A-1-20, but
all essential information is provided.

c. Projectile. Dependent upon type of projectile, ammunition for
these guns is classified as arinor-piercing-incendiary (API), ball, high
explosive-incendiary (HEI) dummy, and high-pressure-test (HPT).
The dummy cartridge consists of the cartridge case lV1103(dummy)
assembled to the ball projectile. Prior to standardization, the ball
cartridge lV155was designed as the target practice cartridge 1'199. The
nomenclature has been changed to "ball" in order to have the. designation
conform to the small-arms system.

d. Fuze. The PD fuze lV1505(T196E4) is the fuze which has been
used with the HEI cartridge. This fuze is classified as a single-action,
impact-type, percussion fuze and it incorporates features ,yhich make it
relatively boresafe. In 1957, all production of the fuze 1V1505was con
verted to the fuze M505El. The latter is a modification" which was
designed for the purpose of replacing the fuze lV1505for use with HEI

, cartridges for the 20-mm guns M39, lV139A1,and M61. The two fuzes
_are described in paragraphs 66 and 67.

e. Cartridge Case. Cartridge cases 1V1103(brass), 1V1103B1(steel), and
M103 (dummy) (brass) are used as components of these cartridges. The
weight of the cartridge case. M103 is 0.26 pound approximately. The
weight of the cartridge case l\1103B is 0.25 pound approximately. The
cartridge case M103 (dummy), which is used only with the dummy
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cartridge, weighs approximately the same as the cartridge case MI03.
A single vent is provided in the cartridge cases lVIl03 and lVIl03Bl. In
more recent production using the primer lV152A3Bl,a cellulose case vent
seal is used to seal the vent before the primer is inserted. The cartridge
case lV1I03(dummy) has no primer recess or vent.

f. PTopelling ChaTge. The cartridge cases contain 0.08 pound approxi
mately of single-base (nitrocellulose) or of double-base (nitrocellulose
nitroglycerin) propellant of the modified spherical type commonly referred
to as vVestern Ball propellant. See paragraph 69 for more detailed
information.

g. PTimer. The electric primer 1\152A3Bl is used with the service
cartridges. The electric primer M52A3 or the 1\'I52A5is used with the
HPT cartridge. See paragraphs 71 through 73 for more detailed infor
mation.

h. Disintegrating Belt CartTidge Links.

(1) General. Cartridge links for the 20-mm aircraft guns are con
sidered as ammunition components and shall be listed in De
partment of the Army Supply lVlanual 9-5-1305jUnited States
Air Force Stock List 1300.

(2) For allununition for 20-mm guns M39 and M39Al. Belts for
either the right or left hand feeder assemblies utilized f9r either
the gun 1\1139or lVI39Al are made up of the cartridge link
T61E3 (fig. 10). The nomenclature is as follows:

LINK, CARTRIDGE: disintegrating belt, 20-mm, T61E3.
The belting procedure for right or left hand feed is the same,
except that, in belting for right hand feed, the connecting eye
is removed from the link of the first round. For belting proce
dure, see TlVI9-2310jTO lIWI-12-3-11.

(3) For mnmunition fOT 20-mm gun M61. Belts for the gun feeder
Ml (T8El) utilized with the gun lVI61 are made up of the
cartridge link T76 (fig. 11). The nomenclature is as follows:

LINK, CARTRIDGE: disintegrating belt, 20-mm, T76.

i. Packing and Shipping Data. The cartridges for the 20-mm guns
M39, M39Al, and M61 are packed in both bulk and functional-type
packing. The primary bulk pack is 50' rounds in a can with two cans
overpacked into a wooden box. The functional pack of cartridges for
the guns 1\139 and lVI39Al contains 28 rounds in a disintegrating belt
made up of cartridge links T61E3, packed into a metal can. These cans
are overpacked in a wooden box. The functional pack of cartridges for
the gun M61 contains 27 rounds in a disintegrating belt made up of
cartridge links T76, packed into a metal can. These cans are overpacked
in a wooden box. Packing and shipping data appear in Department of
the Army Supply lVlanual 9-5-1305jUnited States .Air Force Stock List
1300. Packing and marking for shipment is described in paragraph 12.
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54. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
Armor-Piercing-Incendiary, 1221 E3

a. General. This cartridge is for use against armored targets, function
ing with a combined incendiary and penetration effect. The body of
the projectile is solid shot made from bar alloy steel. The nose, 'ivhich is
made of aluminum alloy, is charged with three separately pressed incre
ments of incendiary composition weighing a total of 80 grains. The
nose is sealed with a closure disk. A steel adapter is crimped into the
annular grooves in the projectile body; the adapter receives the base
portion of the nose and is crimped so as to allow the conical base of the
closure disk to seat on the tip of the projectile body. This cartridge does
not require a fuze, as functioning is initiated by impact of nose upon
target. The cartridge case MI03 and the electric primer M52A3Bl are
used in this cartridge. A cellulose case vent seal is assembled in the
primer recess between the vent and the primer.

b. Data.
Weight of complete round - - - __- - _-- -- -- -- - 0.57 lb.
Weight of projectile, as fired 0.22 lb.
Length of complete round 6.615 in. (max.)
Length of projectile 2.98 in.
Length of cartridge case 4.015 in.
Width of rotating band 0.203 in.
Type of base -- square

55. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, Armor
Piercing-Incendiary, 1221 E3, Steel Case

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph
54, except that this round is assembled with the cartridge case lVIl03B1
(steel) instead of the cartridge case M103 (brass). The steel cartridge
case is approximately 0.01 pound lighter than t.he brass case.

56. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, Ball, M55

This cartridge is replaced by the cartridge M55A1 (pars. 57 and 58)
for use in practice firing. The projectile of this cartridge is used in the
20-mm dummy cartridge M51 (par. 62). The cartridge was developed
as the target practice cartridge T199; upon being standardized, the desig
nation was changed to "ball." The projectile of this cartridge differs
from the projectile of the cartridge lVI55Al of current manufacture (par.
57) in material, inner contour, and rotating band seat. The body is
steel but of a different composition than that of the body in the M55Al.
The cavity in the body is in the form of a cylinder as shown in figure 14.
The shape of the rotating band seat and the design of the nose, which is
secured to the body by s'ivaging, do not insure that the metal parts are
as securely fastened together as in the current cartridge lVI55A1. In
some projectiles for the cartridge 1VI55,the nose may be screwed to the
body. The cartridge case 1VI103and the electric primel~ lVI52A3 are
used in the cartridge lVI55.
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57. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, Ball, M55A 1

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 12) is for use in practice firing; prior
to standardization of the basic model, this type of cartridge was referred
to as a target practice (TP) cartridg~. The nomenclature has been
changed to "ball" in order to have the designation conform to the small
arms system. The projectile of this cartridge consists of body, nose, and
rotating band. The body is made of steel; it is hollow and contains no
filler. The nose, which may be assembled to the body \"ith screw threads
and a thermosetting resin or keyed to the body by swaging, is made of
aluminum alloy and is solid. The cartridge lVI55A1of current production,
which replaces the cartridges M55 and IVI55A1of earlier design, incorpo
rates several improvements in the design of the projectile. These include
better steel for the body, a modified (double-undercut) rotating band
seat, and metal parts more securely fastened together. The cartridge
case M103 loaded with approximately 0.084 pound of double-base
(vVestern Ball) propellant and the electric primer lVI52A3B1are used in
the cartridge M55Al. A cellulose case vent seal is assembled in the
primer recess, between vent and primer. Early production of the
'Jartridge lVI55A1may contain the electric primer IVI52A3and no case
vent seal and the propellant may be single-base (nitrocellulose).

b. Data.
Weight of complete round -- - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - -- -- -- - 0.56 lb.
Weight of projectile, as fired 0.22 lb.
Length of complete round 6.615 in. (max.)
Length of projectile_ - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - n n 2.98 in.
Length of cartridge case_ n - - - - - - - n __ - n - n n - _ n n 4.015 in.
Width of rotating band n uu uu_n_ 0.203 in.
Type of base _- _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - square

58. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric,
Ball, M55A 1, Steel Case

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragraph
56, except that this round is assembled with the cartridge case M103B1
(steel) instead of the cartridge case lVIl03 (brass). The steel cartridge
case is approximately 0.01 pound lighter than the brass case.

59. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, HEI,
M56 (T198), W/Fuze, PD, M505

This cartridge is replaced by the cartridge lVI56A1 (pars. 60 and 61)
for use for detonative and incendiary effect against aircraft -and light
materiel targets. The projectile of this cartridge differs from the pro
jectile of the cartridge IVI56A1in material of the body, rotating band
seat, and method of attaching the base cover to the projectile body. The
steel from which the body is made is a different composition from that
of the M56A1 body, the rotating band seat is not double-undercut, and
the base cover is welded to the base. The cartridge case 11103 and the
electric primer lVI52A3are used in the cartridge lVI56.
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Figure 12. Cartridge, 20 millimeter: electric, ball, lvf55i!l.
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60. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, HEI,
MS6A 1 (T198E1), W/Fuze, PD, MSOS

a. -General. This cartridge (fig. 13) is for use against aircraft and light
materiel targets, functioning with both detonative and incendiary effect.
The projectile body is a steel, relatively thin-"\valled casing. The weight
of the incendiary composition, which is IVIOX-2B, is 0.26 pound. The
total weight of explosive is 0.03 pound, composed of 0.026-pound
JVIOX-2B and 0.004-pound RDX. The RDX explosive is loaded be
tlveen the base of the fuze and the incendiary composition which .occupies
the rest of the interior of the projectile body. The thickness of the base
of the projectile is approximately 0.21 inch and the base cover is crimped
thereon for additional safety. Upon impact, the charge is functioned
with a combined detonative and incendiary effect. Functioning is
initiated by the PD fuze 1\11505,an instantaneous fuze of the impact type,
which is described in paragraph 66. The PD fuze 1\I1505E1which is
described in paragraph 67 may be used instead of the fuze 1\11505. The
cartridge case M103, loaded with approximately 0.083 pound of double
base (Western Ball) propellant, and the electric primer 1\I152A3B1are
used in the cartridge J\156A1. A cellulose case vent seal is assembled in
the primer recess, between vent and primer.

b. Data.
'Yeight of complete round 0.56 lb.
'Yeight of projectile, as fired -- 0.22 lb.
Length of complete round 6.615 in. (max.)
Length of fuzed projectile u __ 3.025 in.
Length of cartridge caseu 4.015 in.
Width of rotating band 0.203 in.
Type of base_ - -- -- - -- -- - - -- - -- square

61. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, HEI,
MS6A 1, Steel Case, W/Fuze, PD, MSOS

This cartridge is identical with the cartridge described in paragrapb
60, except that this round is assembled with the cartridge case J\1103B1
(steel) instead of the cartridge case l\tIl03 (brass). The steel cartridge
case is approximately 0.01 pound lighter than the brass case.

/ 62. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter, Dummy: MS 1 (T228)
a. General. This cartridge (fig. 14) is a completely inert assembly that

is used for drill purposes and for testing the feeder assembly of the weapon.
The service cartridge is simulated by assembling the projectile of the ball
cartridge 1\1155(par. 56) or 1\I155A1(par. 57) with the cartridge case
M103 (dummy). The cartridge case contains approximately 0.086
pound of inert material in order to produce an average overall weight
equal to that of the service cartridges.

b. Data.

Weight of complete roundu - - - - - nn nn __ n n n 0.56 lb.
Length of complete round n n_n_n nn nn __ nn 6.615 in. (max.)
Length of cartridge case_ - - __- n __ - n n __ n n _ n n n n 4.015 in.
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Figure 13. Cartridge, 20 millimeter: electric, HEI, lvI56A1
(T198E1), w/fuze, PD, M505.
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Figure 14. Cartridge, 20 millimeter, dummy: M51 (T228).
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Figure 15. Cartridge, 20 millimeter: electric, test, high-pressure, M54 (T156).
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63. Cartridge, 20 Millimeter: Electric, Test,
High-Pressure, M54 (T156)

a. General. This cartridge (fig. 15) is used for proof-firing of 20-mm
guns lVI39,lVI39Al, and lVI61at the place of manufacture. The projectile
consists of a hollow steel body and a zinc-base alloy nose screwed into the
body. The cartridge case MI03, stannic stained and fitted -with either
electric prim9r M52A3 or M52A5; is used in the cartridge M54. The
cartridge case is loaded -witha propellent charge sufficient to give a breech
pressure of 65,000 to 70,000 pounds psi.

b. Data.
Weight of complete round 0.63 lb.
Weight of projectile, as fired __ hhh h h 0.28 lb.
Length of complete roundh h h h h h 6.615 in. (max.)
Length of projectile 2.99 in.
Length of cartridge case __h h h h h h h __ 4.015 in.
Width of rotating bandhh h h_h 0.203 in.
Type of base square
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CHAPTER 3

FUZES, 'PROPELLING CHARGES, AND PRIMERS

Section I. FUZES FOR CARTRIDGES FOR 20-MM
AIRCRAFT GUNS

64. General

a. Definition. A fuze is a device used with an explosive item of ammu
nition to explode it at the time and under the circumstances desired. It
will be noted that there is a distinction between fuze, as defined above,
and fuse, a burning device for igniting a blasting cap, firecracker, or
similar items.

b. Classification. Fuzes for 20-mm ammunition are of the point
initiating type. For more complete information of various types of
fuzes, see TM 9-1900jTO llA-1-20.

c. Description. In general, fuzes consist of a connected series (train)
of small explosive charges together with a striker or firing-pin device for
initiating the action of the first charge in the train. The mechanism and
explosive elements are held in a body or housing. In the case of modern
point detonating (PD) fuzes, the housing (that is, the fuze contour visible
above the shell) is shaped for best ballistics. In impact fuzes now in
use, the explosive train usually consists of a small but highly sensitive
explosive charge of primer mixture followed by a larger and less sensitive
explosive charge such as lead azide, in turn followed by a still larger
and still less sensitive explosive charge such as tetryl. Such charges
function by successive detonation-hence the prevalent term detonating

fuzes. When delay action is desired by the use of a black powder pellet,
the initial charge is a primer mixture which passes a flame to the black
pmvder and, in turn, to a detonator. Black powder is used exclusively
in the time train of powder-train time fuzes and for the magazine charge
of both powder-train and mechanical-types of time fuzes. Black pmv
del', being a low explosive, differs in manner of functioning from high
explosive charges used in fuzes in that it produces its effect by ignition.
Black powder that has been compressed to great density burns slowly,
the greater the density, the slower the rate of combustion. In the func
tioning of a fuze, each charge by its action initiates that of the next
charge in the train, the final charge in the fuze causing the detonation
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of the booster which, in turn, detonates the bursting charge of the pro
jectile.

d. Boresafety. To prevent accidental arming during handling and
shipping, safety devices, such as a safety wire or a cotter pin, are used
when required. In certain types of fuzes, the mechanisms are arranged
so that the fuzes are said to be "boresafe" (detonator-safe). A boresafe
fuze is one in which the explosive train is interrupted so that, while the
projectile is still in the bore of the weapon, premature action of the
bursting charge is prevented if any of the more sensitive elements (primer
Jr detonator) function.

e. Methods of Arming.

(1) A fuze is said to be armed when it is ready to detonate the pro
jectile, that is, when all parts are in, or are free to move to, their
proper positions so that the fuze may operate in its intended
manner. The principal forces used in arming fuzes are inertia
and centrifugal force. In some fuzes, both these forces are usec1_
to activate safety devices; in others, only one is used.

(2) Inertia may be exhibited in several "\vays,each of which may be
used to advantage, or each of which must be guarded against.
Setback occurs when the projectile accelerates on being fired.
It may be used to unlock safety devices. Setforward occurs at
impact or sudden deceleration. This effect may be used to
drive firing pins into primers or to drive primers against sta
tionary firing pins.

(3) Centrifugal force occurs in spinning projectiles. This force may
be utilized to actuate gear trains and to move safety devices
into their proper positions in fuzes and boosters. Such fuzes
and boosters are designed to operate in the rotational velocity
range of the projectile-weapon combination in which they are
used. Rotational speed is dependent upon the twist of the
rifling and the muzzle velocity. Fuzes for projectiles fired in
these weapons, then, would have different arming character
istics based on rate of rotation. Fuzes utilizing centrifugal
force also must be fashioned so that they will not become un
armed as the rotational velocity decreases during flight.

Detonators.

(1) General. A detonator is used in the explosive train to create or
transmit a detonation wave to the booster charge, booster lead,
or burster. Three types of detonators are employed. One
contains a primer mixture as the upper layer, for initiation by
stab action of a firing pin. Another contains lead azi.de as the
upper layer, for initiation either by flame action from a separate
primer, delay pellet, time-train ring, or by detonation of a
separate detonator. The third type contains a fine wire or
other high-resistance electric circuit in contact with a heat
sensitive primer mixture. Passage of an electric current
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through the resistance circuit generates heat, "which initiates
detonation in the primer mixture. lVIost detonator cups and
disks are made of aluminum.

(2) Identification. Detonators make use of colors to indicate the
insensitive end. Yellow is used on detonators which do not
contain primer mixture or igniting mixture; green on detonators
containing primer mixture; and black on detonators having a
heavy disk (0.02 inch instead of 0.002 inch) on the primer mix
ture end. Detonators usually are not colored externally at the
sensitive end. However, due to the method of sealing the disk
in place and the red color specified for the sealing lacquer, a
color identification is provided for the sensitive end. Coating
of the end of the detonator and the entire detonator disk with
the red sealing lacquer is optional, depending on the detonator
manufacture. The color scheme described above applies to
latest detonator construction; differences may be found on
detonators of older manufacture.

65. Fuze, Point Detonating: M75

a. General. The fuze lVI75 was used with 20-mm high-explosive
incendiary ammunition of earlier manufacture. It is now authorized
for use with the percussion-primed 20-mm HEI cartridge M97 for the
20-mm gun M3 only. It is a single-action superquick type intended to
function with percussion action on impact with aircraft targets. Its
design differs from the ordinary fuze in that functioning is initiated on
impact by the set-forward force of the detonator charge, by pieces of
metal from the body striking the detonator charge, or by compression of
the air column (with the accompanying formation of heat) forward of the
detonator charge, or by a combination of any or all of these. Hence, the
striker or firing pin mechanism usually found in point detonating fuzes
is omitted in this design.

b. Data.

Visible length_ - -- -- ----- ------------- --- -- - --- -- - - ---- 0.84 !-n.
Overall length_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.20 in.
VVeight 348 gr.
Thread size - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O.5625-32NS-l

c. Description. The fuze consists of two major parts; a body with an
air space in the forepart of the fuze and a magazine containing the ex
plosive train which is screwed into the base of the body to seat against
an aluminum impact disk. The explosive train consists of a mercury
fulminate detonator charge, an intermediary charge of lead azide, and a
tetryl base charge (booster). Since there are no interrupter or other
safety devices, the fuze is not considered a boresafe type.

d. Functioning. Upon firing, no action takes place until impact.
Upon impact with sufficiently resistant targets, the head is crushed and
the detonator charge functions. Action of the detonator charge in turn
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initiates functioning of the lead azide intermediary charge, which causes
the base charge (booster) to detonate. The booster action causes the
projectile to explode.

e. Preparation f01' Firing. There is no preparation for firing.

66. Fuze, Point Detonating: M505 (T196E4)

a. General. The M505 (T196E4) is used with 20-mm high-explosive
incendiary ammunition. It is a single-action superquick fuze intended
to function on impact with aircraft targets. The fuze \vill not function
unless the detonator is in line with the firing pin.

'b. Data.
Ov~ralliength 1.23 in.
\VJight 330 gr.

c. Description. The fuze consists of a body assembly, a rotor assembly,
and a booster holder assembly. The body assembly consists of an
aluminum-alloy firing pin and a rotor safety spring of corrosion-resisting
steel wire contained in a steel body and covered by a sheet steel cover.
The cover is crimped behind the shoulder of the body so that it forms a
cap which covers that portion of the fuze protruding from the projectile.
The rotor a.ssembly consists of a brass rotor containing a detonator lVI47
(1'32). This assembly is so placed in the cavity of the body that it is
held by the free leg of the rotor safety spring against a flat surface of the
otherwise spherical rotor so that the detonator is "out-of-line" to provide
mechanical boresafety. The booster holder assembly, which consists of
a steel booster holder housing a booster lVI123(T42), is screwed into the
base of the fuze body.

d. Functioning. The fuze has a delayed arming distance of 20 to 35
feet from the muzzle of the gun. Prior to firing the HEI projectile, the
rotor containing the detonator, which is "out-of-line" with the firing
pin, and the firing pin are locked in position by the rotor safety spring.
Centrifugal force, resulting from the rotation of the projectile, causes
the free leg of the spring to move, thus allowing the rotor to move "in
line" with the firing pin. The movement of the rotor safety spring re
leases the firing pin. The firing pin is now suspended over the detonator.
The close fit between the firing pin and the adjacent walls holds the
firing pin in position. The fuze functions when the nose of the fuze is
crushed against the target, thus forcing the firing pin against the deto
natOl" The detonator in turn initiates the booster. The booster action
causes the projectile to explode.

e.. Preparation for Firing. There is no preparation for firing.

67. fuze, Point Detonating: M505El

a. General. The fuze 1V1505E1is a modification of the fuze M505
wpich is intended to replace the latter for use with high-explosive-incen
diary ammunition for the 20-mm guns lVI39J M39A1, and M61. In
1957, all production of the fuze 1\1505was converted to the fuze M505El.
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b. Description. This fuze differs from the fuze NI505 described in
paragraph 66, in the design of the firing pin, in the addition of a spring
retainer, and in slight modification of other parts which, in connection
with the use of different sealing compounds during assembly, improve
metal parts security and sealing of the fuze. The nose end of the firing
pin is slightly crowned instead of spherical and the "flat" on the end of the
firing pin does not have a radius on its edge. The firing pin also has a
flange. When the firing pin is assembled in the fuze body, the flange is
forward of the nose end of the body. The design of the body is modified
to accommodate the spring retainer which retains the rotor safety spring.

c. Functioning. The arming of this fuze takes place in the same
manner as that of the fuze M505. After the fuze M505El is armed, the
flange on the firing pin prevents it from moving back against the deto
nator until the flange is sheared off 'when the nose of the fuze is crushed
against the target. This fuze is intended to function when the projectile
has moved an optimum distance after impact. 1Iodifications, especially
the design of the firing pin, are for the purpose of obtaining less variation
in the time between impact and functioning of the fuze than have been
obtained with the fuze M505.

Section ·11. PROPELLING CHARGES FOR CARTRIDGES
FOR AIRCRAFT GUNS

68. General

a. General Discussion.

(1) Assembly. Propelling charges consist of solid propellants (es
sentially nitrocellulose plus other ingredients).

(2) Types of grains. To control the burning of propellant to obtain
the desired performance in a particular weapon, the propellant
is manufactured in several types qf grain. See TM 9-1900/
TO 11A-1-20 and TM 9-1910/TO 11A-1-34 for discussion of
the types of propellent grains and compositions.

b. Containers for Propelling Charges. The propellent grains com
prising a propelling charge are assembled in cartridge cases so that the
exact quantity of propellant may be loaded conveniently into the \veapon.

c. Propelling Charges in Fixed A 1nmunition.

(1) Cartridge case. A cartridge case, made of drawn brass or steel,
serves as the container for the propelling charge in the case of
fixed ammunition. It has a profile and size to conform to the
chamber of the weapon for which the case is intended. The
head of the case is relatively thick and has a flange to permit
mechanical extraction and to seat the round in the gun. Those
rounds used in automatic guns usually have cartridge cases
with extracting grooves instead of flanges or rims. The cartridge
case holds the primer, propelling charge, and the projectile so
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that the assembly can be inserted into the weapon in one opera
tion. A secondary function is to provide for obturation. The
mouth of the case is sufficiently thin to be expanded by the
pressure of the burning gases to a tight fit against the side of
the weapon chamber, thereby preventing the escape of gas to
the rear.

(2) Propellant. The propelling charge in a round of fixed ammuni
tion is loose propellant in the cartridge case.

69. Propellant for Cartridges for Aircraft Guns

The propelling charge utilized in aircraft ammunition may be either
the single-base (nitrocellulose) or the double-base (nitrocellulose-nitro
glycerin) type. The single-base type contains approximately 98 percent
nitrocellulose and is normally extruded in a tubular shape with a single
perforation. The double-base type may contain from 77 to 89 percent
nitrocellulose and from 9 to 20 percent nitroglycerin by 'weight; this type
of propellant normally is produced in the form of modified spheres of
varying sizes. Both types contain other chemical agents to minimize
smoke and flash, to maintain desired performance throughout long
periods of shelf life under extreme climatic conditions, and to permit
loading of uniform charges into the cartridges. The single-base type,
which was previously loaded in all caliber .50 cartridges and currently is
being loaded in 20-mm cartridges and to a limited extent in caliber .50
ammunition, is designated as the "Improved J\iIilitary Rifle (IMR)"
propellant. The double-base type, which is currently being loaded in
some caliber .50 ammunition and some 20-mm cartridges, is commonly
referred to as "Western Ball" propellant.

Section III. PRIMERS FOR CARTRIDGES FOR
AIRCRAFT GUNS

70. Primer, Percussion: M36A 1

This percussion primer is used in the assembly of the 20-mm cartridge
case M21A1. Only cartridges for the 20-mm gun 1\'13utilize this primer.

71. Primer, Electric: M52A3

This primer (fig. 9) consists of a small electrical element assembly used
'with 20-mm ammunition in aircraft guns M24Al and with the high-pres
sure test cartridge for aircraft guns M39, M39Al, and 1\161. It consists
of a brass cup with a hole in the cupped end, into 'which is assembled a
brass button separated from the cup by a vinylite insulator, followed by
a consolidated charge of a conductive primer mixture, a shellacked foil
paper disk; finally, a thin gilding-metal cup support is pressed into the
body. The insulator is red in color. The charge weighs 2.75 grains
(max.). The electrical path is from -the face of the button exposed
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through the hole in the cup, through the button, through the conductive
mixture to the cup. The primer is initiated by electrical energy.

72. Primer, Electric: M52A381

This primer (fig. 12) is used with 20-mm ammunition, except the high
pressure test cartridge, in aircraft guns M39, M39Al, and 1\1161. It
differs from the electric primer M52A3 described in paragraph 71 in
height of the cup support, which is slightly less. This results in a reduc
tion in the overall length of the primer. This permits a cellulose case
vent seal, which is used in connection with the primer, to be assembled in
the primer recess of the cartridge case, between vent and primer.

73. Primer, Electric: M52A5

This primer may be used instead of the electric primer M52A3 in the
high-pressure test cartridge for the 20-mm aircraft guns M39, M39Al,
and M61. It differs from the primer M52A3 in the conductive primer
mixture. It contains 3.00 grains (max.) of a different type of primer
mixture than that used in the primer M52A3. The vinylite insulator is
white in color.

74. Primer for Cartridges for Caliber .50 Aircraft Guns

Cartridges for caliber .50 aircraft guns utilize a primer having a brass
or gilding-metal cup and a primer-composition pellet of sensitive ex
plosive, a paper disk, and a brass anvil. When the firing pin strikes the
primer cup and compresses the primer composition between the cup and
the anvil, the composition explodes. The holes or vents in the anvil
allow the flame to pass through the primer vent in the cartridge case and
ignite the propellant. The armor-piercing M2, armor-piercing-incendiary
T49, blank Ml, high-pressure-test Ml, incendiary. Ml, tracer l\tIl and.
MI0, and headlight-tracer M17 cartridges are assembled with FA Primer
No. 28. The armor-piercing-incendiary M8, armor-piercing-incendiary
tracer M20, ball, M33, incendiary M23, and tracer M17 cartridges are
assembled with either FA Primer No. 28 or lead styphnate-type primers.
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CHAPTER 4

DEMOLITION OF AMMUNITION TO PREVENT
ENEMY USE

75. General

a. Destruction of ammunition described herein, when subject to cap
ture or abandonment, will be undertaken by the using arm only when, in
the judgment of the unit commander concerned, such action is necessary
in accordance with orders of, or policy established by, the Army or Ail'
Force commander.

b. The information which follows is for guidance only. The conditions
under which destruction will be effected are command decisions and may
vary in each case, dependent upon a number of factors, such as the
tactical situation, security classification of the ammunition (AR 380-5/
AFR 205-1), quantity and location of ammunition, facilities for accom
plishing destruction, and time. In general, destruction of ammunition
can be accomplished most effectively by burning or detonation, or a
combination of these. Selection of the particular method of destruction
requires imagination and resourcefulness in utilization of the facilities at
hand under the existing circumstances. Time is usually critical.

c. If destruction to prevent enemy use is resorted to, ammunition
and its components must be damaged so badly that they cannot be re~
stored to a usable condition in the combat zone. Equally important,
the same essential components I)f all ammunition must be destroyed so
that the enemy cannot assemble complete rounds from undamaged
components.

d. If destruction of ammunition is directed, due consideration should
be given to--

(1) Accomplishment of the destruction in such a manner as to cause
the greatest obstruction to enemy movement and also prevent
hazard to friendly troops from fragments.

(2) Observance of appropriate safety precautions.

76. Method

Ammunition can be destroyed most quickly by burning or detonation.
The following method, burning, is considered the most satisfactory for
destruction of ammunition for aircraft guns to prevent enemy use.
Packed high-explosive rounds and small-arms ammunition can be de-
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stroyed most rapidly by burning. The ammunition may be piled in the
containers (except small-arms cartridges, which should be broken out)
and covered with all available flammable material such as wood, rags,
and brush. Gasoline should be poured over the pile and ignited from
cover. Fires should be sufficiently intense to render ammunition in
metal containers unserviceable. Rounds that are not completely de
stroyed by fire will be classified as duds, that is, in a dangerous condition.
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APPENDIX

REFERENCES

1. Publication Indexes

The following indexes should be consulted frequently for latest changes
or revisions of references given in this appendix and for new publications
relating to materiel covered in this technical manual.
Index of Army Motion Pictures, Film Strips, DA Pam 108-1jAFM 95-2

Slides, and Phono- Recordings.
:NIilitary Publications:

Armament Equipment Publicationsu u TO 0-1-11
Index of Administrative Publications DA Pam 310-1
Index of Blank Forms u _u u __u _ DA Pam 310-2
Index of Graphic Training Aids and DA Pam 310-5

Devices.
Index of Supply l\JIanuals-Ordnance DA Pam 310-29

Corps.
Index of Tables of Organization and DA Pam 310-7

Equipment, Tables of Organization,
Type Tables of Distribution, and
Tables of Allowances.

Index of Technical Manuals, Technical DA Pam 310-4
Regulations, Technical Bulletins,
Supply Bulletins, Lubrication Orders,
and Modification Work Orders.

Index of Training Publications DA Pam 310-3
Ordnance Major Items and Major SB 9-1

Combinations and Pertinent Publica-
tions.

2. Supply Manuals

The following supply manuals of the Department of the Army supply
manual and the United States Air Force stock list pertain to this materiel:
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a.. Ammunition.

Ammunition, through 30 Millimeter _

b. Demolition to Prevent Enemy Use.
Ammunition (Class 1375 Explosives, Bulk Pro-

pellants, and Explosive Devices.) _
c. General.

Index of Supply Catalog and Stock List Publica
tions.

lntroduction _
d. Maintenance and Repair.

Abrasives, Adhesives, Cleaners, Preservatives,
Recoil Fluids, Special Oils, and Related Items.

Special Tools for Ordnance Explosive Disposal
Munitions, Ammunition Renovating Tools
and Bomb Handling Tools.

Tool Set, Maintenance (Field), Ammunition
Renovation Platoon.
e. Training Aid.

Special Training Device Catalog _
f. USAF Supply.

USAF Stock Listn _n n n n n n _n n

3. Forms

SlY19-5-1305 j

USAF Stock List 1300

Sl\11 9-5-1375j
USAF Stock List 1300

S-2A-1D

ORD 1

ORD 3 SNL K-1

ORD 3 SNLJ-ll Sec 2

ORD 6 SNL J-8 Sec 4

TO 43-1-3 (USAF)

FSC 6910 (USAF)

The following forms pertain to ammunition covered in this manual:
AFTO Form 29, Unsatisfactory Report
DD Form 6, Report of Damaged or Improper Shipment

4. Other Publications

The following explanatory publications contain information pertinent
to this ammunition and associated equipment.

a. Ammunition.

Ammunition Allowances for Trainingn _ AFR 50-22
Ammunition, GeneraL __n __n n _n __ TlY!9-1900 JTO llA -1-20
Ammunition Inspection Guiden TM 9-1904jTO 11A-1-2
Ammunition Renovation_n __n_nnn TlY!9-1905jTO 11A-1-3
BallisticData,Performance ofAmmunition TM 9-1907/TO 11AA3-1-1
Caliber .60 Automatic Guns lY138 TM 9-2310jTO 11Wl-12-3-11

(T130E4) and T130E3 and 20-mm
Automatic Guns M39 (T 160E4) and
T 160E3.

Care, Handling, Preservation, and De- TlY!9-1903jTO 11A-1-37
struction of Ammunition.

Military Explosives nn_n __nn TM 9-1910jTO 11A-1-34
Qualification and Familiarization .:.__ AR 370-5
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--
Accident Reporting . _
Identification of Inert Ammunition and

Ammunition Components.
Regulations for Firing Ammunition

for Training, Target Practice, and
Combat.

Small Arms Ammunition _
Small Arms Ammunition: Lots and

Grades.
Small Arms Materiel and Associated

Equipment.
Training Ammunition _

b. Demolition to Prevent Enemy Use.
Explosives and Demolitions _

c. General.
AuthorIzed Abbreviations _
Dictionary of United States Army Terms
Safeguarding Defense Information _
Military Symbols _
lYIilitary Training _
Ordnance Service in the Field _
Accident Reporting _
Techniques of Military Instruction _
20-mm Automatic Gun M24A1 _
Lu brication _
lYIaintenance and Care of Hand Toolsc._
lVIaintenance Responsibilities and Shop

Operations.

d. 111aintenance and Repair.
Ordnance Maintenance: Materials Used

for Cleaning, Preserving, Abrading,
and Cementing Ordnance IVIateriel,
and Related Materials Including
Chemicals, Lubricants, Indicators,
and Hydraulic Fluids.

Painting Instructions for Field Use _
Army Shipping DocumenL _
Instruction Guide: Ordnance· Preserva

tion, Packaging, Packing, Storage,
and Shipping.

Report of Damaged or Improper Ship
ment.

Marking of Oversea Supply _
Military Standard-Marking of Ship

ments.

SR 385-10-40jAFR 136-~
AR 385-65

AR 385-63 j AFR 50-13

TlYI9-1990jTO 11A13-1-101
TB 9-AlYIJ\1-4jTO 11A13-1-'i$C

TlVI9-2200jTO 11W-3-1-5

T jA 23-100

FlYI 5-25

AR 320-50jJANAP 169
SR 320-5-1jAFP 5-1-1
AR 380-5 j AFR 205-1
FlYI21-30 j AFM 55-3
FlVI21-5
FM 9-5
SR 385-10-40jAFR 136-9
FM 21-6
TlVI9-2024jTO 11Wl-12-2-21
TM 9-2835
TlYI9-867
AR 750-5

T11 9-1007

TM 9-2851
TM 38-705jAFR 70-14
TlYI9-1005jTO 00-85-15

AR 700-58

SR 746-30-5 j AFM 75-4
MIL--STD-129
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Ordnance Storage and Shipment Chart, TB 9-0SSC-A
Group A: Major Items and Major
Combh1a,tions of Group A.

Preservation, Packaging, and Packing TM 38-230
of Military Supplies and Equipment.

Processing of Unboxed Self-Propelled SB 9-4
and Towed Class II Ordnance General
Supplies and Related Materiel for
3hi~n1ent and Storage.

Pratl:'ctjon of Ordnance General Sup- TB ORD 379
plies in Open Storage.

StandardF; for Oversea Shipments and TB ORD 385
Domestic Issue of Ordnance Materiel
Other Than Ammunition and Army
Aircraft.

Bills of Lading and Related Procedures SR 55-155-1
Governing Shipmeni1sby Commercial
lVleans.

Transportt;;tion of Explosives and Other AR 55-225
Dangero'-.ls Articles.

Transportation of Property and Per- AFM 75-1
sonnel.
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INDEX

Accidents, field reports _
Ammunition, grade_ - __- u u u _
Ammunition lot number _

Ballistics, cal. .50 -- _

Cartridges for:
20-mm gun M3:

AP-T, M95 _
AP-T, M95, steel case u _u _u _u u _u __u u u u_
Dummy, M18A3 _
HEI, M58 (T241) u u __u _u __u u __u _
HEI, M97 _
HEI, M97Al _
HEI, M97AI, steel case_u u _u, u u u u u u
Incendiary, M96 u u uuu __u uu u
Incendiary, M96, steel caseu u _u u __
TP, M99 _

20-mm gun M24Al:
Dummy, M18A3 u uu_ u
Electric:

AP, M95 _
AP, M95, w(tracer cavity uuuuuuuu _
HEI, M58 (T241) u _U u _
HEI, M97Al _
HEI, M97Al, steel case uu_u _
Incendiary, M96 _
Incendiary, M96, steel caseu u u __
'IP, M99 _
TP, M99, steel case u u U U __ U U _ U U _

20-mm guns M39, M39Al, and M61 (Tl71E3):
Dummy, M51 (T228)__u u _u U U _ U u u_
Electric:

Armor-piercing-incendiary, T221E3 _
Armor-piercing-incendiary, T221E3, steel case u __
Ball, M55 - __- _
Ball, M55Al _
Ball, M55Al, steel case u_uu __u_uu __uu
HEI, M56 (TI98) __uu_u uu_uuuuuuu
HEI, 1\'156Al(TI98El) u U u __u _uuu
HEI, M56Al, steel case_uu u u
Test, high-pressure, M54 (TI56) uu __u_

Cal. .50 aircraft guns:
Armor-piercing, M2 -- _
:\rmor-piercing-incendiary, M8 u u _
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Cartridges for-Continued:

Armor-piercing-incendiary, T49 _
Armor-piercing tracer, M20 u _u __u
Ball, M33 _
Ball, M33, steel case _
Blank, M 1 . ..
Dummy, M2 u u __u u _
Incendiary, M23 ... _
Test, high-pressure, M1 u _
Tracer, M 1 u u u __u u _u u _
Tracer, M 10 u u u _
Tracer, M17 u _u u _
Tracer , headlight, M21 :- _

Charges, propelling _
Classification :- - - - - _- _
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Federal stock number _
Forms, authorized - - - _- - - _- - - - - - - - - _- _- _
Fuze, PD, M75 u u u u _
Fuze, PD, M505 (T196E4):

Cartridge, HEI, M58 (T241)n_u uu u u u _
Cartridge, HEI, M97 _
Cartridge, HEI, M97 A1 _
Cartridge, HEI, M97 AI, steel casen __u u u u
Cartridge, HEI, M56 (T198)n u u u u uu __

Description ..: _
Fuze, PD, M505E1 _
Fuzes _

Grade of ammunition _

Gun, 20-mm, M3, cartridges for u _u u u u _
Gun, 20-mm, M24A1, cartridges for u _u u u_
Gun, 20-mm, M39, M39Al, and M61 (Tl71E3), cartridges_uuu
Guns, cal. .50 aircraft, cartridges for - __u u _u u u u u

Handling _

Identification - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _
Identification code, Department of Defense _

Lotnumber _
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Primers:
Electric, M52A3 _
Electric, M52A3B 1 _
Electric, M52A5 _
For cartridges (cal. .50 aircraft guns) _
Percussion, M36A1 _

Propellants in ammunition _
Propelling charges _

Reports, ac.cident __ -- -- --------------------- _

Storage pr~~a utions_ ... - 0_

Tables:

~~lor identificati01I of cartridges for aircraft guns (table 1) _Weights of caliber .50 ammunition (table II) u_
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Major General, United States Army,

The Adjutant General.
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General, United States Army,

Chief of Staff.
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OFFICIAL: Chief of Staff, United States Air Force.
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Colonel, United States Air Force,
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Distribution:

Active Army:
CNGB
ASA
Technical Stf, DA
Ord Bd
USCON ARC
USARADCOM

OS Maj Comd
Fld Comd, AFSWP
Ord Ammo Comd
MDW
Armies
Corps
Div

Ord Gp
Ord Bn
Ord Co

Ft & Camps
Svc Colleges

Br Svc Sch
PMST Sr Div Ord Units
USA Arty & Msl Cen
Gen Depots
Ord Sec, Gen Depots
Ord Depots
Ports of Emb (OS)
Trans Terminal Comd
Army Terminals
OS Sup Agcy
Ord PG
Ord Arsenals
Mil Dist
Ord Proc Dist
MAAG
Mil Mis
JB USMC

JUSMAG (Greece)

NG: State AG; units-same as Active Army.
USAR: None.

For explanation of abbreviations used, see AR 320-50.
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